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AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION

Workplace Relations Act 1996

IN THE MATTER OF:

APPEAL by Australian Nursing Federation against the decision
[PR952449] of Senior Deputy President O’Callaghan on 29 October 2004
in Adelaide in AG2004/5635 re certification of agreement

APPEAL by AMWU against the decision made by Senior Deputy
President O’Callaghan at Adelaide on 28 October 2004 in AG2004/4610
[PR952801] re certification

APPEAL against the decision and order of Commissioner Whelan
[PR953628] at Melbourne on 24 November 2004 in AG2004/7953

SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF THE ACTU

LEAVE TO INTERVENE

1. The ACTU seeks leave to intervene pursuant to subsection 43(1) of the Act.

2. Subsection 43(2) is not relevant to this application as the ACTU is not an
organisation of employees.

3. The ACTU’s affiliated unions include all major organisations of employees,
which represent approximately 1.8 million employees.

4. The issues raised by the High Court in Electrolux1 will affect the bargaining
for and certification of agreements of many, if not all of the ACTU’s affiliated
unions.

5. In addition to the specific issues raised by the decisions under appeal, the
ACTU wishes to make submissions as to the general approach which the Full
Bench may take to the certification of agreements in order to minimise
uncertainty.

THE GENERAL APPROACH

6. The ACTU submits that a number of principles should be set out by the Full
Bench to assist parties and single Members in their consideration of the

                                                
1 Electrolux Home Products Pty Ltd v Australian Workers’ Union [2004] HCA 40 (2 September 2004)
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application of Electrolux to certification of agreements.

7. First, the ACTU submits that the settled authority about the interpretation of
the statutory definition of “industrial dispute” continue to be applicable.  In
Electrolux, all judges in the majority effectively applied earlier decisions, and,
in their joint judgment, Gummow, Hayne and Heydon JJ specifically refer to
the long history of the phrase “matters pertaining to the relations of employers
and employees”.2

8. Second, the phrase “about matters pertaining to the relationship between
employers and employees” (or similar) traditionally has been and still is
(subject to the further overlay of section 89A) the test by which it is
determined if a matter can be included in an award.  Thus, if a matter was
capable of inclusion in an award prior to 1996 it is, prima facie, capable of
inclusion in a certified agreement under Part VIB of the Act.

9. Third, a matter which is ancillary or incidental to a matter pertaining to the
employment relationship or which is a machinery provision can be included in
a certified agreement.3  Further, an agreement can be certified if it includes a
provision which is incidental to maintaining the settlement contained in the
agreement and is directed towards securing the actual and effective operation
of the agreement, even if directed towards a third party (such as a bans clause
which is directed towards a union) and not linked to a specific provision of the
award or agreement4

10. Fourth, it is the specific content of the provision in question and not its subject
matter alone which determines whether or not it pertains to the requisite
relationship.

11. Fifth, pursuant to subsection 170LI, the requisite relationship for the purpose
of the certification of agreements under Division 2 is that it be about matters
pertaining to the employer party to the agreement and the employees whose
employment is subject to the agreement.  The consequence of this is that a
provision may not be capable of being included in an award or in some
agreements, but may be held to pertain in a specific agreement.5

12. Sixth, a matter may pertain to more than one relationship.  A clause will stand
outside the requisite relationship if it only affects employees in their capacity
as union members rather than as employees, or if its only purpose is to
advance the position of the union without something more.6

                                                
2 Electrolux para 156 per Gummow, Hayne & Heydon JJ
3 Electrolux para 100 per McHugh J
4 R v Spicer (1997) 96 CLR 341, 346; KL Ballantyne & National Union of Workers (Laverton Site)
Agreement 2004 PR952656 (22 October 2004, Ross VP) para 71
5 Electrolux para 79 per McHugh J
6 Re Alcan Australia Ltd; ex parte Federation of Industrial, Manufacturing and Engineering
Employees Association (1994) 181 CLR 96, 105; Re National Standards Commission Certified
Agreement 2003-2004 PR937405 (5 September 2003, Lawler VP)
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13. Seventh, provision for leave, whether paid or unpaid, pertains to the
employment relationship irrespective of the purpose of the leave.

THE PROVISIONS THE SUBJECT OF THE APPEALS

Right of entry

14. In Schefenacker O’Callaghan held that provisions giving right of entry to
union officials engaged in union business did not pertain to the employment
relationship.  In Murray Bridge His Honour found that the provision did
pertain because it did not establish “rights that are extraneous to the
employment relationship” and was incidental to the agreement’s disputes
resolution clause.

15. The ACTU submits that the provisions in the agreements in question do
pertain to the requisite relationship in that “union business” includes matters
such as ensuring compliance with awards and agreements, involvement in
workplace disputes, including through the disputes procedure of the award or
agreement, and activities related to past and future negotiations for certified
agreements.  The fact that the entry may also extend to “non-pertaining”
purposes does not invalidate it.

16. Nothing in Electrolux has the effect of overturning the High Court decision in
Archer in relation to right of entry.7 The criticism of Archer in Cocks case8

was limited to the Court’s reasoning in relation to use of contractors, not right
of entry.  In Meneling Station9 the Full Court of the Federal Court affirmed
that the Commission has jurisdiction to include right of entry provisions in
awards.

17. The Full Bench decision in Moranbah10 is distinguishable in that it concerned
whether or not a dispute about matters dealt with in sections 285A-F was
required to be about matters pertaining to the employment relationship.  This
is a different question than whether or not right of entry does so pertain.

18. Until the enactment of section 127AA, which implies that the Commission had
power to include right of entry provisions in awards, it was normal for awards
to contain right of entry provisions. The passage of the Workplace Relations
Amendment (Right of Entry) Bill 2004, which prohibits the certification of
agreements containing a right of entry provision, indicates that the
Commonwealth regards these provisions as valid.

19. In the alternative, the ACTU submits that the Full Bench should determine
that a right of entry provision will generally pertain to the employment

                                                
7 Federated Clothing Trades of the Commonwealth of Australia v Archer (1919) 27 CLR 207
8 R v The Judges of the Commonwealth Industrial Court (1968) 121 CLR 313
9 Meneling Station Pty Ltd v A/asian Meat Industry Employees Union (1987) 22 IR 149, 156-7
10 Moranbah North Coal (Management) Pty Ltd v Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
(2000) 103 IR 267, 272
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relationship where its stated purposes include inspection of relevant records
and/or to hold discussions with employees about their employment conditions
and/or to otherwise be directed towards maintaining the settlement reflected in
the agreement.  It can be noted  that in Schefenacker and Murray Bridge, as
well as in the National Standards decision referred to above, it was made clear
that a right of entry provision can pertain if drafted appropriately.  In
Ballantyne11 Ross VP held that a right of entry clause making no reference to
the purpose of the entry did pertain to the relationship.

Use of labour hire

20. In Schefenacker, Callaghan SDP held that a clause providing for the employer
to instruct labour hire agencies contracted to it to increase the wages of
employees working at the enterprise by the same percentage as that provided
for direct employees under the agreement did not pertain to the employment
relationship.

21. The ACTU submits that Callaghan SDP was incorrect in distinguishing
Moore’s Case12 on the basis that it concerned the use of  contractors in the
same industry.13  The industry in which the contractors were engaged is not
relevant to the question of whether a dispute between an employer and its
employees concerning the terms and conditions of employees of contractors
doing work for the employer is a matter pertaining to the employment
relationship.  The question of the industry in which the contractors were
engaged was relevant only to the issue of whether their employees were
eligible for membership of the AWU, a different issue also considered in
Moore’s Case.

22. The ACTU submits that the Commission’s decisions in Unilever14 and
Ballantyne15 represent the correct approach to this issue.  The Full Bench
decision in National Transport Operations16  can be distinguished on the basis
that it concerned an attempt to establish separate and discrete conditions for
contract carriers, as opposed to linking their wages with those of employees
under the agreement, as is the case in the provisions the subject of the appeals
and considered in Unilever and Ballantyne.

Trade union training leave

23. In Schefenacker, it was held that a clause providing for paid leave for shop
stewards to attend trade union training courses did not pertain to the
employment relationship.17 Callaghan SDP distinguished the particular
provision before him from the one found to pertain in Ballantyne which

                                                
11 Ballantyne para 214
12 R v Moore; ex parte Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union of Australia (1978) 140 CLR 470
13 PR952801 para 40
14 Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union - and - Unilever
Australia Ltd PR940027 (31 October 2003, Munro J, Drake SDP, Larkin C) para 184
15 PR 952656 paras 113-119
16 National Transport Operations Pty Ltd Certified Agreement 2002 PR932348 (2 June 2003, Harrison
& Duncan SDP, Richards C) para 38
17 PR952801 paras 80-81
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related to trade union training courses “which are designed to promote good
industrial relations and industrial efficiency within the industry”.18  In Iplex,19

Callaghan SDP drew a similar distinction in holding that a clause providing
for union training “expressly linked to the objectives of the agreement, and to
improved industrial relations and industrial efficiency within Iplex” pertained
to the relationship.

24. Trade union training leave has been held to be a matter pertaining to the
industrial relationship by a Full Bench20 and is commonly included in
awards.21

25. The ACTU submits that a provision for leave from work, whether paid or
unpaid, irrespective of the purpose for which the employee uses the leave, or
the qualification required to access the leave, is a matter pertaining to the
employment relationship.22

26. Alternatively, the ACTU submits that the provision for trade union training
leave is ancillary to the disputes provision as well as being necessary to make
effective and maintain the settlement embodied in the agreement.

27. In the event, contrary to this submission, that the appeal in relation to trade
union training is upheld, the ACTU submits that the Full Bench should
confirm that trade union training provisions linked to the objectives of the
agreement and/or specific provisions of the agreement do pertain to the
employment relationship.

Recognition and rights of shop stewards and workplace representatives

28. In Schefenacker, Callaghan SDP held that provisions providing rights for shop
stewards, including time off work, recognition and a role at inductions, were
ancillary to the disputes settlement provisions which include a role for shop
stewards.23  In Murray Bridge, Callaghan SDP held that a similar provision
was not ancillary to a pertaining matter because the rights conferred were too
wide and unfettered.24

29. Given that the unions are party to the agreements in question, that their
consent is required for the agreements to be varied and that the unions act as
the representative of the employees in relation to the agreement and their
employment generally, provisions to do with the rights of union
representatives in the workplace are ancillary to the operation of the

                                                
18 PR952656 para 129
19 Iplex Pipelines Australia Pty Limited Certified Agreement [Elizabeth SA] 2004 PR952856 (20
October 2004)  paras 36-7
20 Re Municipal Officers (Queensland) Consolidated Award 1975 Print F2761
21 Re Shop Distributive and Allied Employees Association - Victorian Shops Interim Award 1994 Print
Q9399 (23 December 1998, Giudice P, Marsh SDP, Acton DP, Hingley & Larkin CC)
22 PR 952 656 para 145
23 PR952801 para 109
24 PR952449 paras78-80
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agreement and pertain to the employment relationship.25

Salary Sacrifice

30. Salary sacrifice is not analogous to deduction of union fees and is not subject
to the High Court’s decisions in Portus26 and Alcan. Salary sacrifice
provisions pertain to the employment relationship in that they prescribe the
method in which remuneration is paid, as do provisions concerning frequency
of payment and payslips.

31. Salary sacrifice is a tax effective scheme by which the salary to which an
employee would otherwise be entitled, whether pursuant to an industrial
instrument or not, is reduced in consideration of part of that salary being
addressed to  non-cash benefits, such as superannuation, vehicle lease,
childcare or school fees, health insurance and other such expenses nominated
by the employee.

32. Salary sacrifice can be contrasted to deductions from after-tax pay in that,
unlike the latter, it cannot be given effective operation without the agreement
of and administration by the employer.  For example, union fee deductions can
be arranged directly between the employee and his or her bank, or through a
credit card, whereas the taxation benefits achieved by arranging payment from
gross remuneration cannot be done other than through the employer.

33. The distinction made by Callaghan SDP and Whelan C between salary
sacrifice for superannuation and for other purposes is not correct.  The correct
test is not whether the “identity of the payee” pertains to the industrial
relationship, but whether the imposition of the obligation on the employer
“affects the industrial relationship of employers and employees”.27

34. Salary sacrifice provisions are correctly characterised as an agreement to
reduce wages in return for the employer meeting certain payments on behalf of
the employee.  The provisions also generally ensure that employees receive
penalty rates and overtime calculated on the basis of the salary rate specified
in the agreement.

35. Salary sacrifice, like superannuation, is “frequently offered as part of the total
remuneration of a prospective employee as a means of attracting his labour”28

and is a means of increasing the employee’s take-home pay at negligible cost
to the employer.  Salary packaging enables part of the employee’s
remuneration to be paid in a different form, comparable to an agreement to
supply a residence or a vehicle as part of consideration for the work of the

                                                
25 Electrolux Home Products Pty Ltd v Australian Workers Union [2001] FCA 1600 (14 November
2001) para 38
26 R v Portus; ex parte ANZ Banking Group Ltd (1972) 127 CLR 353
27 Portus per Menzies J at 360
28 Re Manufacturing Grocers’ Employees Federation of Australia; ex parte Australian Chamber of
Manufactures (1986) 160 CLR 341, 355
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employee.  In no sense could it be said that the employer is acting as an agent
for the third party recipient.


